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"No-one ever leaves Lakehurst. The staff, the patients, the ghosts... Once you're here, you're
stuck forever."After shooting her little brother dead, Annie Radford is sent to Lakehurst
psychiatric hospital for assessment. Hearing voices in her head, Annie is forced to undergo
experimental new treatments devised by a mysterious old man who lives in the hospital's attic. It
soon becomes clear that the hospital's staff, led by the vicious Nurse Winter, are hiding
something horrific at Lakehurst.As Annie struggles to survive the hospital, she learns more
about Nurse Winter's own story. Once a promising young medical student, Kirsten Winter also
heard voices in her head. Voices that traveled a long way to reach her. Voices that have a plan of
their own. Voices that will stop at nothing to get what they want.What kind of signals are being
transmitted from the basement of the hospital? Who is the old man in the attic? Why are living
human brains kept in jars? And what is the dark secret that lurks at the heart of the hospital?This
book contains violence and adult language. Not suitable for children or young readers.

About the AuthorRebecca Rissman is an award-winning children's author. She has written more
than 200 books about science, history, art, and culture. Her writing has been praised by School
Library Journal, Booklist, Creative Child Magazine, and Learning Magazine. She lives in
Chicago, Illinois, with her husband and two daughters.
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Starlifter, “For a truly dark tale, seek "Asylum". "Asylum" has always struck me as a funny word. If
we are in a cruel, horrible country, we may be granted asylum in a less-horrible country.
However, "an asylum" always brings to mind Nurse Ratched, too-bright fluorescent lights, and
over-medicated patients shuffling around, mumbling to themselves.Lakehurst Psychiatric
Hospital is definitely among the latter. It is ruled by the authoritarian Nurse Kirsten Winter, who
was hired there right out of college. No patient has ever walked out of Lakehurst "cured." They
are heavily medicated, and if they misbehave, they are taken to the basement for "special
treatment," involving some sort of experimental, horrifying, electronic brain interface device.One
day, Lakehurst receives its most-famous resident. Her name is Annie Radford. Annie is a
teenaged girl living in rural Colorado with her parents, until one day, she takes her seven-year-
old brother out in the woods and shoots him right through the forehead. Why? Simple: because
God told her to.A few things about Lakehurst: patients and staff members seem to die frequently;
ghosts of varying levels of scariness appear to patients and staff alike, and there are some
strange experiments going on in the basement.Amy Cross's "Asylum: The Complete Series"
contains all eight of the original books--most of them, 59 page novellas--in one 449pg volume. I
can't imagine reading them separately, to be honest. Once I got started, I wanted to discover all
of Lakehurst's mysteries, and uncover the truth about the evil that lurks there.I love the way
"Asylum" is structured, too. It starts out with Annie's arrival at Lakehurst, and follows her
acclimatization there. We meet the various characters as she does: the kindly-if-addled Dr
Campbell, Eddie the sadistic guard, icily evil Nurse Winter, and kindly, sorta gay Nurse
Catherine Perry. (Nurse Perry kisses and feels up Annie, but doesn't molest her or anything,
once Annie says she doesn't want to play that way)We move back in time, seeing how Kirsten
Winter was limping through nursing school, trying to rebuild her reputation after what seems to
have been an alcohol- and sex-fueled period of notoriety (specifics are never given). One of her
professors told Kirsten that Lakehurst would be the only place that would take her, but that she'd
be a perfect fit; she is. We see her parents, now divorced; her father has remarried the perfect
woman, and her mom lives in terrible squalor, alone and dying.At different points in the narrative
we go back to the time when Annie's brother was missing for three days. After he was found
unharmed, the family moved to a ridiculously isolated forest home, literally miles from anyone.
Almost. Two days before Annie kills her brother, she meets a young man in the woods. His name
is Kieran, and he's doing graduate-level research on abnormal AM radio frequencies. She
agrees to meet him at 9pm. They spend the night in his tent, and Annie's all kinds of grounded
when she gets home. We then learn what she saw and heard that led her to take her brother's
life.So many things happen across so many years, that "Asylum" could be a horrible coleslaw of
plot elements. Author Amy Cross avoids this nicely, though. If anything, many of these jumps
really justify--or at least explain--the characters' later behavior. Everyone's path to Lakehurst was
troubled, dogged by dark forces. Lakehurst is the epicenter of evil here, where things that can't



be true, are, and things that can't happen, do. The question remains, is Lakehurst evil because
of the people working there, especially the evil Übermensch living hidden in the attic? Or are
they evil because Lakehurst is cursed? (I like the homophone in the hospital name: i.e.,
Lakehurst lay cursed.)"Asylum" is not a book you'll likely breeze through in one sitting. It has
intricate plot and character machinations, and there are times where we aren't really sure
whether certain things really happen. This isn't unreliable storytelling. Quite the contrary, the
characters THEMSELVES can't be sure whether some things they see or hear are real: things
that we and the characters witness occasionally turn out not to have happened. There is
definitely a sinister force around Lakehurst, and it facilitates some perceptual oddities. Add in
some already sinister people who come to work there, and the evil meter needle pegs.
Lakehurst Psychiatric Hospital is a miserable place to live and to work.However, for a few night's
fireside reading on a cold night, it's one hell of a place to visit.Highly Recommended.”

Swt, “What a long, messed up story. This Book was several sections pulled together to make up
a long truly messed up story.Messed up in a good way, well kinda. Most of the people were evil.
Annie's innocence pulled through no matter what she did.”

Joanne Mcentee, “A good first installment. I've read some of Cross' work before and enjoyed it,
so thought I'd give this a go. This first part was intriguing. A girl kills her young brother because
she knew he was going to be evil. I think there's a lot more to the story and I hope we get to find
out who told her this and why down the line.When she's transferred into Lakehurst, things seems
a little weirder than a psychiatric facility should be, and it seems she's going to find out. Her
roommate is not her roommate and this Nurse Winter and the ghosts that everyone is talking
about have her on edge. Annie realises that her time here isn't going to be as simple as putting
her head down.This first installment was intriguing. I was hooked from the start with the need to
continue reading and I'm looking forward to seeing where it goes next.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A horror classic.. A dark and disturbing tale which gradually builds up
the tension. You need to stay focused on the time changes which reveal important back stories
of the main charamcters. Amy sets things up perfectly for a continuation. If you love your horror
to have grisly murders, ghosts and scientific madness with forbidden experiments you must get
this book.”

Dreamlady, “Twists and turns with every page. This book is written in the first person, a style I do
not normally like, but this book has become the exception. I was drawn into the book by the first
chapter and then became confused as it seemed to lead on to a different story but this becomes
very clear as the book progresses.I don't want to say any more as it will spoil the plot. the
language may offend some people but even if it does it is worth beocoming oblivious to the
words that offend and become embroilled in all the twists and turns of the plot.I have not read a



book written in this style before but I am more than happy to read every book written by this
author. Her work is though provoking both for the characters and how you have become the
person you are.In many ways this book is, and contains content that I avoid and yet it is one of
the best books in modern literature I have read. Please give it a go you won't regret it.”

M. D. Pattrick, “Highly original and refreshing. A brilliant story, fairly well written with original
collection of characters. The imagination of Amy Cross knows no bounds as some of the
chapters are truly, TRULY disturbing, ( I am still thinking about beetles and cockroaches now)
none of the characters are likeable but you want to see how they develop.The novel is written
from the first person perspective by all of the main characters, the chapters jump back and forth
in time and between characters. The only real gripe I have and a reason for the 4 stars is that it
can be hard to follow. Sometimes the chapters repeat with a little bit of development from the
previous reading giving the reader an insight into character motivations. It can look contrived at
times but overall I found it worked well and all served as a reminder of what had happened
previously.I looked at authors website and I noticed Ms Cross is a big fan of Stephen King.
Although there are echoes of his craft I found this to be a really refreshing and original read. Yes,
there are problems with spelling and grammar but it has to be remembered that this lady is self
published. The are also complaints regarding description and character outline but I think that
Asylum is driven by plot and it just allows my imagination to conjure images of these characters.
What is more important are the events, how they are perceived by the characters and the feel of
the central location. The feeling of loneliness and despair are palpable and although most of the
characters are morally lacking in the extreme it is easy to understand why. This leaves the reader
to first see this person for their evil deeds, then later to discover the backgrounds.Overall a
thoroughly enjoyable read with an original storyline and absolutely no way of guessing how it
ends.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 898 people have provided feedback.
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